POWERED BY AZURE & AZURE APP SERVICE
Tailored enterprise-ready web and mobile applications at a fraction of the cost – allowing you to focus on what is important.

WHAT BENEFITS CAN YOU EXPECT?
•

Get a best of breed technology stack including a
Microservice architecture, modern web frameworks

•

can be built in days and customised
in minutes.

(like REACT and Redux) and the latest Azure services

The Intergen App Foundry provides rapid

for data storage, APIs and integration

creation of tailored applications for any

Shift your investment in unique benefits rather than
foundational components

•

Complete, fully responsive web apps

business process by:
•

platform rapidly creating tables, forms

Optimise your mobile and desktop with responsive

and relationships

design capabilities and progressive enhancement of
web based apps
•

•

Invite users to the system via email and
SMS with fine grained access control via

A highly extensible accelerator with developer centric
extension points so the solution capability is not
compromised when building the customer’s solution

Enterprise ready single sign on security
out of the box using Azure AD B2C.

Get a rich set of component User Interfaces designed
for usability and simplicity

•

Data Management is at the heart of the

groups, roles and permissions.
•

Supports Facebook, Microsoft
Accounts, Google+, LinkedIn,
and many others logins

•

Easily integrates with Bots – think of a
virtual assistant for field workers

•

Layouts are modelled in mark-up
language making them easy to copy,
reuse, tailor and version

KEY FEATURES
Azure SQL Database
Azure SQL Database is a cloud database service enabling your organisation to store relational data in the cloud with
the ability to easily scale the size based on business need.
Azure Active Directory B2C
Azure Active Directory B2C is a cloud identity service allowing you to connect to any customer who puts your brand first.
Built on Azure Active Directory, the highly-secure cloud identity platform that handles billions of authentications per day,
Azure Active Directory B2C offers that same scale, reliability, and availability for your customer-facing applications.
Azure Application Insights
Get actionable insights through application performance management and instant analytics. Azure App Insights detects
and diagnoses exceptions and application performance issues. It also monitors Azure websites, including those hosted in
containers, plus websites on-premises and with other cloud providers.
Azure App Service
Quickly build, deploy, and scale enterprise-grade web, mobile, and API apps running on any platform. Meet rigorous
performance, scalability, security and compliance requirements while using a fully-managed platform to perform
infrastructure maintenance.
Azure Power BI
Build beautiful and interactive reports that can connect to a vast number of data sources and can be easily published for
your business users to consume on the web and across devices for analysis.

ADDITIONAL SERVICE/PRODUCTS
Data Migration

Business Value Alignment

Consulting and technical assistance in identifying, analysing,

Apps can be fun, but it’s important however to ensure we

planning and delivering your data migration needs across

are solving a tangible business problem, our Business Value

Extract, Transformation, Load and Validation.

Alignment will help consider the business case.

Change Management

Consultancy and Customisation

InterChange, our organisational change management
service, is designed to work with your business to ensure

Extend your solution even further to meet the needs of

your investment in applications are optimised by

additional stakeholder requirements.

focusing on your people.

TALK TO US TODAY
Contact us today to discuss how we can transform the productivity of your business.
To find out more, please email Australia: contact@empired.com or New Zealand: enquiry@intergen.co.nz

